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ABSTRACT Soft robotics is quickly emerging in anthropomorphic robotic hand design, with innovative
soft robot hands reported to achieve a remarkably large subset of human hand dexterity, despite their
substantially lower mechanistic sophistication compared to conventional rigid or underactuated robotic
hands. More interestingly, soft robot hands were most successful in reproducing object grasping, rather
than in-hand manipulation tasks. Inspired by this notable advance, this paper investigated the soft robotic
approach, on the influence of passive compliance to functional dexterity, offering insights to their efficacy
and addressing the remaining gaps to fully replicating human hand dexterous motions. A novel soft
robotic hand, BCL-26, with 26 independent degrees of freedom was then proposed, replicating the human
hand model. The BCL-26 hand achieved full scores in different aspects of functional dexterity measures,
on GRASP taxonomy, thumb dexterity, and in-hand manipulation. Completed with proprietary actuation
and control, the overall BCL-26 hand system facilitated further investigations from the influence of passive
compliance achieving in-hand manipulation/writing, to fully independent control of all finger joints, and to
metacarpal extension enabled by the soft robotic approach. The BCL-26 hand, as a new soft-robotic addition
to mechanistically exact human hand replicas, had demonstrated the promising potentials of soft robotics,
it also enabled investigating the dexterities of robotic and human hand.

INDEX TERMS Humanoid robotic hand, soft robotics, robot hand design and control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Hand dexterity is of tremendous value to humans for
exploring and interacting with the world ([1], [2]). Replicat-
ing human hand dexterity has provided numerous insights
on robotic hand/end-effector design for healthcare([3]–[8]),
service ([9], [10]) & industry ([11]–[13]), and space
applications ([14], [15]). The design of anthropomor-
phic robotic hands has taken highly diverse approaches
([16]–[18]): i) for kinematic resemblance of mechanical
joints and links ([10], [19]–[22]); ii) for functional resem-
blance of human-hand functionalities using significantly
simplified mechanisms, from mechanistic under-actuation
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([5], [9], [13], [23]) to model reduction by virtual finger
([24], [25]), Synergies ([26], [27]), Eigengrasp ([28], [29]),
and other approaches ([8], [30], [31]), for prosthetics or sim-
ilar applications ([26], [32]); iii) for frontier exploration with
new materials ([33]–[35]), actuation/control ([36]–[38]), and
sensing modalities ([39]–[41]), achieving innovative object
grasping functionalities at various levels ([16], [41], [42]).

Soft robotic hands are quickly emerging with novel soft
structural ([33], [43], [44]), actuation ([45], [46]), and
sensing ([39], [47], [48]) elements. Constructed from soft
materials, fluid-driven soft robotic hands could achieve a
list of distinctive features from rigid robotic hands, includ-
ing inherent compliance ([35], [49]–[51]), integrated sens-
ing ( [47], [52]), and impact resistance ([49], [53]). Soft
robotic hands offer excellent grasping dexterity ([54], [55]),
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object adaptability ( [35], [55], [56]), and passive safety
([49], [57]), with very compact and lightweight designs
(with actuation and control hardware often located remotely)
([35], [37], [39], [55]), as well as smooth and compliant
characteristics ([45], [58]).

However, the emergence of soft robotic hands also gave
rise to new challenges and curiosities: abundant reported
works on compliant and soft robotic hands have demon-
strated that a very large subset (often 80%-90%) of the hand
dexterity functionalities could be achieved by a significantly
lower (30%-40%) DOF mechanism with strategically com-
posed compliance ([9], [25], [35], [39]), while the com-
plexity and speed requirements on actuation and control were
also dramatically reduced using innovative approaches [59].
The overwhelming set of observations would inevitably lead
to the introspection of revisiting the commonly-adopted
DOF-approach and exploring new insights brought by the
emerging soft-robotic approach to robotic hand design.

A. FUNCTIONAL-ORIENTED HAND DEXTERITY MEASURES
Mechanical Dexterity, often asDexterity in robotics literature
([61]–[64]), involves both the mechanistic complexity
and its functional potential, without explicitly consider-
ing other aspects such as sensory feedback and control
of a robotic hand. The concept of dexterity in robotic
hands predominantly concerns the resultant functional per-
formance of the hand, which is described by the range of
achievable grasping postures ([65]–[67]) and manipulations
([38], [68]). In this article, three highly distinctive measures
of functional-oriented evaluation are adopted for a compre-
hensive assessment of hand dexterity:

-Grasping taxonomy. By grasping a list of benchmarking
objects in specific postures, the grasping taxonomy provides a
static assessment of the capability of the hand in object grasp-
ing, as proposed in [66] and the GRASP taxonomy [67].
This is a commonly adopted benchmark for robotic hands
with 33 taxonomies [67].

- Thumb dexterity has always been of vital impor-
tance in various clinical aspects ( [69], [70]). The widely
acknowledged Kapandji test of 11 different hand postures
(scores 0-10) using the thumb to touch different target regions
of the hand [70]. Similar to the grasping taxonomies,
Kapandji scores are also static postures.

- (In-hand) Manipulation taxonomy. With the hand
fixed, manipulate the object in-grasp only by movements
of the hand’s thumb/fingers/palm. In-hand manipulation
requires dynamic motions of objects, imposing higher
requirements than the static postures. Commonly adopted
manipulation taxonomy has 6 taxonomies, without consid-
ering relative motion between hand and object, correspond-
ing to the 6-DOF general motion of a rigid body in space
([38], [68]).

B. SUMMARY OF MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
Design, fabrication and control of a novel, anthro-
pomorphic, 26-DOF soft-robotic hand BCL-26, being

the most dexterous soft robotic hand to-date, with
human-hand-comparable mechanical dexterity. Two novel
designs of soft-robotic joints were proposed to achieve sub-
stantially improved motion characteristics, spatial density,
and control performances over state-of-the-art soft actuators.
The prototyped BCL-26 hand could successfully complete
all 50 dexterity measures for the human hand(33 GRASP
taxonomies, 11 Kapandji tests, and 6 in-hand manipulation
taxonomies), with 2kg maximum payload and a maximum
spherical object size of 160mm in diameter.

Dexterity investigations on the BCL-26 dexterous soft
robotic hand platform: i) understanding passive compliance
through in-hand manipulation, including achieving in-hand
writing for the first time in soft robotic hands, by; ii) intuitive
human-hand direct mapping and control to BCL-26; iii) pre-
liminary explorations on hyperextension, fully-independent
finger joint control, and metacarpal extension.

II. DESIGN AND PROTOTYPING OF BCL-26 HAND
The design, modeling, and prototyping results of BCL-26
were highlighted in Figure 1. Taking an elastomeric-chamber,
pneumatic-drive approach reported by many existing works
on soft robotics ([35], [75], [52], [57]), themain novelties of
the proposed design were the newV-chamber and X-chamber
soft actuators, multi-chamber molding procedure, and the
segmented design of the palm and the whole hand.

A. DESIGN OF NOVEL V-CHAMBER AND X-CHAMBER
SOFT ACTUATORS
A prominent challenge for designing a soft robotic hand with
high DOFs was the mismatch between the gradual bending
motion of available soft actuators and the sharp, large-range
bending in most human hand joints (CMC, IP, DIP, PIP, etc.).
Further to this issue, theMCP joint for both the thumb and the
fingers integrated 2 or more DOFs in one location, requiring
for highly compact and large-range deformation in multiple
directions.

To achieve joint-like bending motion with small bending
radius and large bending range on soft robots, we proposed a
V-shape chamberwith the pinnacle of the V-chamber resem-
bling the pivot point of an articulated joint in conventional
mechanisms. Resulting of this chamber design, as shown
in Figure 1(a), with a limiting layer to constrain axial elon-
gation, the pinnacle of the V-chamber was the pivot point of
bending, while the opening angle of the V-shape determined
the range of bending and the pressure required. On the other
hand, if two V-shape chambers were placed antagonistically
without a limiting layer, forming an X-chamber actuator as
shown in Figure 1(b), the segment would exhibit bilateral
bending with the joint-pinnacle point as the center of articula-
tion, as well as elongation when both chambers were inflated,
resulting in 2-DOF motions for the entire segment. The pro-
posed V- and X- chamber actuators substantially reduced the
bending radius while increasing the bending range, enabling
multiple actuators to be integrated into the confined space of
the hand.
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FIGURE 1. Design of novel soft robotic joints and fabrication of soft robotic fingers with 4-DOF. (a) V-chamber soft actuator; (b) X-chamber soft actuator;
(c) comparison of analytical modeling and FEM results with experimental measures in bending angles; (d) comparison between FEM and experimental
results at various bending angles; (e) multi-stage molding fabrication for the V-chamber actuator; (f) simplified molding from e) for Xchamber actuator.

A full parametric study with various design parameters
on the V-chamber had been carried out to determine the
optimal design for the BCL-26 design, including analytical
modeling, Finite ElementModeling (FEM), and experimental
prototyping. Results from the three approaches were in very
good agreement (Figure 1(c, d)).

Fabrication and prototyping techniques were modified
from the existing standard multi-stage molding for soft actu-
ators ([45], [74]), because of the challenging high spatial
density of the actuators on each finger. To address large
bending range (large stretch ratio for the soft material cham-
bers) and completely soft fingers (therefore no rigid auxiliary
pneumatic fittings were allowed), two major modifications to
the fabrication procedurewere proposed: i) each chamberwas
molded reversely, with the pinnacle of theV-shape connecting
to the base plate, both for the V-chamber and X-chamber
designs (see molding stage 1 of Figure 1(e, f)), before attach-
ing the bottom strain-limiting layer, allowing multiple cham-
bers to be molded in one finger while reducing delamination
risks during inflation (the seam at limiting layer underwent
minimum stretch during chamber inflation); ii) flexible air
tubing was embedded into each chamber at Stage (3) for
V-shape, between the top and bottom layers before placing
the straining limiting layer, so that in Stage (4) the encircling
helical reinforcement wires could securely fasten the tubing
into each chamber. Full details on the design, modeling,
fabrication, and evaluation of the V- and X- actuators are
included in the Supplementary Materials.

1) WHOLE HAND DESIGN WITH A SEGMENTED PALM
The surface of the human hand consists of three areas: the
thumb, four fingers, and the palm Figure 2(a) [71]. The
kinematic structure of the anatomical skeleton Figure 2(b)
was often adopted by high-end robotic hands with high
degrees of structural complexity ([11], [19], [21]). How-
ever, the palm surface area intersects with all 5 digits at
MCP and CMC joints (Figure 2(c)), sub-dividing the palm
into three ‘‘Functional Zones’’: FZ-I for the thumb, FZ-II
for the 4 fingers, and FZ-III for the palm (Figure 2(c)).
In addition, the palm zone was further divided into 4 sub-
zones (Figure 2(d)):FZ-III-1 the thumb-adjacent deformable
palmar area due to thumb CMC joint motion (abduc-
tion/adduction and opposition); FZ-III-2 the finger-adjacent
deformable palmar area due to finger MCP joints (abduc-
tion/adduction and MCP bending); FZ-III-3 the central area
with negligible deformation; FZ-III-4 the deformable pal-
mar area due to axial folding of the palm by CMC IV&V
joints. As a result, the palm was far from a rigid area dur-
ing hand motions, but the majority (FZ-III-1, 2, 4) could
deform substantially. Only FZ-III-3 could be regarded as
stationary, as shown in Figure 2(e), similar to a human
hand.

Following the above discussions, we propose the
BCL-26 hand design with 26 independent DOFs from
22 actuators, which matched exactly with the 22 joints in
the 22-DOF human hand model in Figure 2(f) [60]. Since
the 4 X-actuators (13-16) each had 2 independent actuations
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FIGURE 2. (a-b) Conventional approaches to human hand surface partitioning; (c-d) Proposed anatomically-correct partitioning of the human
hand, with 3 Functional Zones and 4 sub-zones for the palm; (e) the palm is not a rigid area: only FZ-III-3 stationary, all other areas could
deform; (f) commonly adopted 22-DOF human hand model in [60]; (g) DOF and actuator arrangements, with 18 V-chamber actuators (1-12,
17-22) and 4 Xchamber actuators (13-16, doubling as 22-26), totaling 26 independently actuated DOFs; (h) design of whole hand with 5 digits,
with soft (grey) material digits mounted on rigid (blue) supporting components; (i) design of palmar area with rigid inner layer (grey) and soft
outer layer (red); (j) fabricated prototype of the BCL-26 hand.

realizing 2 independent DOFs (abduction/adduction and
axial extension), they represented 8 DOFs: 4 for the abduc-
tion/adduction (13-16), and an additional 4 for the axial

extensions (23-26) for each finger, totaling 26 independent
DOFs for the BCL-26 hand (Figure 2(g)). The structural
component of the hand comprised of 3 parts: a rigid core piece
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FIGURE 3. Actuation and control. (a) Controller scheme of the proposed cascaded controller with hybrid close-loop pressure control and
open-loop angle control; (b) Pressure tracking control could follow 1Hz reference pressure commands with RMSE<10kPa; (c) Angle tracking
control could reach 4% RMSE of maximum motion range, sufficient for daily tasks; (d) Position tracking results of one finger, 10-time repetitive
results with error D < 2mm; (e) Control hardware and UI interface; (f) Intuitive control with human hand gesture, pressure commands of all
26 chambers following realtime human hand gesture sequence.

corresponding to the carpal bones and the metacarpal 2&3 of
the human hand connected the index and middle finger to the
base of the hand; while two extension pieces corresponding to
themetacarpal 4&5 of the human hand connected the ring and
little fingers to the core piece with hinged rotations enabled.
The thumb assembly, with the 2-DOF thumb and the 2-DOF
thumb-CMC, was also mounted to the core piece. The result-
ing design assembly was shown in Figure 2(h). A dual-layer

palm design was introduced in BCL-26, with a rigid inner
layer connecting to the hand structural components, and an
outer soft layer for contact enhancement: the inner layer
covered FZ-III-1, FZ-III-3, and FZ-III-4 (grey shaded area
of Figure 2(i)), while the outer soft layer covered all 4 zones,
leaving the FZ-III-2 only with soft coverage, therefore being
able to conform during manipulations (red shaded area of
Figure 2(i)).
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III. ACTUATION & CONTROL
The large number of DOFs and the nonlinear nature of each
actuator brought substantial challenges to the actuation and
control of BCL-26. In this work we chose pneumatic drive
over hydraulics, for its compressibility, lightweight, and com-
pactness advantages [75]. The actuation and control strate-
gies covered in this article were aimed at enabling the basic
operation of the BCL-26 hand, in order to demonstrate its
characteristics and novelties.

A. MULTI-CHANNEL HARDWARE PLATFORM
To facilitate the high number of independent chambers incor-
porated in BCL-26, an actuation console was developed with
32 independent pneumatic actuation channels (Figure 3(e)).
Each channel was equipped with a dedicated pneumatic sen-
sor and dual regulated valves. All channels were connected
to both positive (compressor) and negative (vacuum) pressure
sources. The console was controlled byMCUwith a sampling
frequency of 1kHz. Further details of the actuation console
are included in the Supplementary Materials.

To control the BCL-26 hand coordinately of the total
26 chambers, the following two critical challenges must be
addressed: i) control of a single actuator/joint in reaching a
desired target; ii) coordinated control and command genera-
tion to drive all joints simultaneously.

B. SINGLE JOINT CONTROL
The advanced control of a pneumatic actuator has been
studied in [76], [77]. In this work, a conventional cascade
control structure [78] was employed (Figure 3(a)), with two
cascaded layers: the inner layer with faster sampling rates
(at 1kHz) employed air pressure control; while the outer
layer with open loop angle control. Our previous works have
repeatedly demonstrated that this hybrid control structure
could sufficiently drive soft actuators to perform desired tasks
([45], [49], [53], [57]). Extensive experiments had been
carried out on the novel soft actuator designs, with high-
lighted results shown in Figure 3(b, c). For pressure control,
the high-frequency inner loop could successfully track a ref-
erence pressure command of 1Hz with RMS error <10kPa
(Figure 3(b)); while for angle control, the hybrid cascaded
controller could achieve very accurate angle tracking results
with 5-time repetitive RMS error of 2 degrees, or 1.9% of
maximum motion range, well within the typical range of
passive deflection of soft actuators (around 5%), as shown
in Figure 3(c).

C. WHOLE HAND CONTROL
Two different approaches were adopted to control the
BCL-26 hand towards different applications. i) For real-time
grasping tasks or en-bloc gesture control tasks, we devel-
oped an intuitive control workflow by direct capturing of
human hand gesture and joint angles, motion mapping the
obtained information into the robotic hand joints, and finally
controlling the real-time joint angle of the BCL-26 hand.

The workflow was based on our previous work [79], fun-
damentally redesigned to extract human joint angles and
matched with the 26-DOF new hand. ii) For fine in-hand
manipulation, or tasks involving individual joint angle assign-
ments, a fully-computerized controller was developed, with
a user interface where the user could get access to each
individual joint angle, or set time-series of angle reference
trajectories (Figure 3(e)).

Implementation of the whole hand control comprised of
three key components, as shown in Figure 3(a). Trajectory
generation was utilized with a commercial leap-motion sen-
sor [80] to directly obtain human hands trajectory. In case
of poor measurement quality (due to occlusion or noise),
direct motion sequences could be generated by interpolating
key frames. Angle mapping was then carried out for the
open outer loop, from the angle commands to corresponding
pressure commands, using experimentally extracted mapping
functions. Pressure feedback control was finally carried
out for each chamber, with individual pressure regulated
by controlling two pulse-wide modulated (PWM) solenoid
valves for inflating and deflating, respectively. By adjusting
the PWMduty cycles of the valves, we could regulate the flow
rate and eventually the chamber pressure.

Results of the whole hand controller were shown in
Figure 3(d, f). For fingertip positioning, the repetition error
of 10-time repetition was <2mm, sufficient for most daily
tasks (Figure 9(d)). The intuitive human-hand control results
were shown in Figure 9(e), with the pressure commands
for each of the 26 chambers spread in a 3-D plot, show-
ing the timed sequences of commands, when the human
hand followed a series of gesture sequences as illustrated by
the BCL-26 hands listed on top. Following this approach,
the BCL-26 hand could follow the human commands timely,
performing free-space gestures, as well as grasping tasks. The
dynamic process of the intuitive controller performance in
object grasping was included in the Supplementary Video.

The payload capability of the BCL-26 hand was vali-
dated by an object-pull-out test as introduced in [55]. The
maximum holding force to a standard spherical object was
21.9N on the vertical direction, with a maximum diameter
of xxx mm. Further results on control and evaluations were
included in the Supplementary Materials.

IV. PERFORMANCE OF BCL-26 HAND
The performance results are presented in the following three
clusters: first, validate that the BCL-26 could complete (i) the
grasping taxonomy, (ii) Kapandji thumb dexterity test, and
(iii) in-hand manipulation taxonomy.

A. GRASPING TAXONOMY
In this experiment, the BCL-26 prototype was used to grasp
a series of benchmark objects as listed out in the GRASP
taxonomy with 33 grasping types [67]. The hand was con-
trolled with the dedicated actuation console, with individual
joint angles and trajectories set via the user interface of the
controller. As shown in the results presented in Figure 4(a),
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FIGURE 4. The proposed BCL-26 soft robotic hand successfully completed dexterity benchmarks: (a) the GRASP taxonomy with all 33
postures, and (b) the 11-score Kapandji test on thumb dexterity.

the BCL-26 hand could successfully complete all 33 grasping
types as listed in the GRASP taxonomy. With the excellent
dexterity enabled by the 22 anthropomorphic joints with

individual actuation, most of the grasping postures were
achieved with little complications. The most challenging
posture was the distal type (#19): although the hand design
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was generic and was not optimized for the particular task,
it could open and close the scissor within a certain range by
coordinately moving its fingers. The dynamic procedure for
the distal type grasp (#19) is included in the supplementary
video.

B. THUMB DEXTERITY
In this experiment, the BCL-26 hand was used to tackle
the Kapandji thumb test with 11 scores [70]. With the
anthropomorphic design of BCL-26, the target points on the
robotic hand could be clearly identified, closely matching
the corresponding target points on a human hand, as shown
in Figure 4(b). The thumb of the prototype BCL-26 was
controlled across its maximum range of opposition from
the dorsal side to the palmar side, with the corresponding
fingers bending inward, successfully completing the 11-score
Kapandji test.

C. IN-HAND MANIPULATION
In evaluating in-hand manipulation capabilities of BCL-26,
we adopted the same manipulation taxonomy bench-
mark [68]. The object was also adapted from the bench-
mark: a can of drink. With the object in grasp as the main
target of concern, the 6 variations of in-hand manipulation
motions were considered: translations and rotations along
the x-, y-, and z-axes. During the experiment, the hand
was fix-mounted on a rigid base, and during the manipu-
lation at least one contact point between the hand and the
object had no relative motion, such that no slippage occurred.
All 6 taxonomies of in-hand manipulations were success-
fully achieved, with results presented in Figure 5(a-f). For
the translational motions, the Z-axis (up/down, 13mm) and
Y-axis (left/right, 15mm) were comparable, mostly due to the
object size was comparable to the hand opening size, leav-
ing limited range of in-hand manipulation; while the X-axis
(front/back, 39mm) was nearly 300% that of the other two
axes. However, in order to achieve the large-range in-hand
manipulation along X-axis, the tips of the thumb and the
opposing fingers must move along the same parallel trajec-
tory along the X-axis, in order to translate the object without
slipping. To achieve this, independent joint angle control
was a necessity, as well as large range joint-like bending,
both credited to the proposed V-chamber soft actuators. For
the rotational motions, the Z-axis (87 degrees) and X-axis
(79 degrees) shown similar results, while Y-axis rotation was
noticeably smaller (46 degrees), also due to the limited range
of common workspace resulting from large object size.

Two new patterns of in-hand manipulation are also shown,
further to the 6 in-hand manipulation taxonomies: i) juggling
a pen with the index and middle fingers between the MCP
and PIP joints (Figure 5(g)), with abduction/adduction and
MCP joints independently controlled, this pattern of pen
juggling could reach 95 degrees around the Z-axis, a nearly
10% increase from the benchmark results in Figure 5(d);
ii) swaying a card held between index and middle finger
(or any adjacent two fingers), demonstrating the abduction/

adduction capability of the hand, achieving 31 degrees around
the X-axis, as shown in Figure 5(h). The two new pat-
terns demonstrated new ways of manipulating an object
using in-hand manipulation, closely resembling human hand
behaviors.

V. FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BCL-26
HAND PLATFORM
With the proposed BCL-26 hand, it is possible for further
investigations on hand dexterity, control, and even hand
design iterations. Here three performance results were pre-
sented on very distinctive aspects: win-hand writing with
BCL-26 to showcase the excellent dexterity of the hand
itself; independency of DIP/PIP/MCP joints to investigate the
human hand nature conversely; and metacarpal extensions on
new design-oriented possibilities.

A. IN-HAND WRITING FOR ROBOTIC HANDS
While robotic hand writing was traditionally achieved by the
dexterous manipulator generating the writing motion with
the fixed hand holding a pen [72], [73], this was not the
common practice for humans. For human writing, the wrist
is anchored on the desk, while the majority of the writing
motion was generated from the fingers, hence the concept of
in-hand writing. Using the BCL-26 with excellent dexterity,
we could demonstrate the first soft robotic in-hand writing,
achieved with the robotic hand fixed on a mounting base
and only using in-hand manipulation of the pen to draw
series of strokes. The enabling factor to this feature was the
passive deflection of the soft fingers. As shown in Figure 6(a),
finger abduction could only move the finger laterally for a
very limited range (middle figure), compared with the nat-
ural resting position (left figure), while using the thumb to
passively deflect the index finger could achieve substantially
larger range of motion (right figure). Benefiting from passive
deflection of the BCL-26 hand, in this experiment, the proto-
type hand held a pen using the thumb against the index and
middle fingers, as shown in Figure 6(b), forming a tripod
precision grasp (GRASP taxonomy #20). For a horizontal
stroke, the thumb was the leading digit, while the two fingers
followed passively; for a vertical stroke (19mm), the index
finger generated the motion, while the thumb and middle
finger followed passively. As shown in the results, when
drawing a horizontal stroke of 26mm, the middle finger was
already deflected from its axial center, where no actuator
in the middle finger could generate such motion. Passive
deflection clearly extended the range of the writing motion.

B. INDEPENDENCY OF DIP/PIP/MCP JOINTS
The DIP and PIP joints are coupled (independent fromMCP)
for the human hand for all fingers, which was also adopted by
the vast majority of anthropomorphic robotic hands and even
multi-jointed industrial grippers. However, the DIP/PIP/MCP
joints are independent for the BCL-26, enabling the investi-
gation on the implications of fully-independent finger joints.
The motion characteristics of the fully-independent joints
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FIGURE 5. In-hand manipulation performance of BCL-26, overlaid snapshots and max motion range results. (a) Z-translation; (b) X-translation;
(c) Ytranslation; (d) Z-rotation; (e) Y-rotation; (f) X-rotation; (g) new pattern 1: Pen juggling; (h) new pattern 2: Card swaying.

of BCL-26 was demonstrated in Figure 6(c), where each
finger joint could be separately actuated, distinctive from the
human hand. Enabled by this feature, this study was divided
into two aspect: tip reachability and tip orientation. i) for
fingertip reachable space, as shown in Figure 6(d), a finger
of BCL-26 was placed at (0, 0) in the coordinate frame and
stretched long the positive horizontal axis pointing to the
right. The maximum reachable space of the fingertip was
plotted as the finger was actuated, either fully independently,

or with coupled PIP/DIP joints. The resulting differences
between the two plots were less than 5% in area, slightly
larger for the fully independent joints. However, this minor
advantage in reachable area could be easily compromised by
the passive deflection of soft robots. ii) for fingertip orien-
tation, the improvements were substantial with independent
joints. Without independent DIP/PIP, the finger was able to
reach a target location in the reachable space only with one
possible solution, i.e. with one orientation; on the contrary,
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FIGURE 6. Further investigations enabled by the BCL-26 platform. (a) BCL-26 resembled human finger passive deflection; (b) in-hand writing
with vertical (19mm) and horizontal (26mm) strokes; (c) reachable space comparison for independent DIP/PIP/MCP joints; (d) reachable
workspace with fully independent joints; (e-f) multiple orientations of reaching a same target location; (g) metacarpal extension; (h) simulation
results on reachable space with metacarpal extension.

with independent DIP/PIP, the three revolute joints formed a
manipulator with redundancy, therefore could reach a point
in its workspace from a range of different orientations. The
demonstration of this result was shown in Figure 6(e-f), with
the base of the fingermounted at a fixed location, the fingertip
could reach the same target location (tip of the cone) from
different orientations.

Following the above discussions, if reachability was the
primary concern (presumably true for the human hand inmost
grasping and manipulation tasks), then independent control
of DIP/PIP joints was not critically required, or the less than
5% increase in workspace could easily be outweighed by
saving one individual actuation, which could significantly
reduce energy consumption and system complexity. This
study could offer some insights on why our biological hand
took a coupled, rather than independent approach with the
DIP/PIP joints.

C. UNIQUE METACARPAL EXTENSION OF BCL-26
The X-actuators used in the MCP joints (13-16) could each
generate 2 DOFs. The elongation motion of each X-actuator
resulted in the extension of the metacarpal link for each
finger. The resulting 4 new DOFs of metacarpal extension
were not seen in any previous biological or robotic hands.
Here we explore the implication and possibilities of having
metacarpal extension in a robotic hand. A simulation of maxi-
mum reachableworkspacewas conducted, with results shown
in Figure 6(g), where a 10% metacarpal extension (to overall
finger length) could result in over 15% increase in reachable
workspace, more prominent than DIP joint independency.
Experiments were then conducted on the prototype BCL-26,
on the reachability of the finger with metacarpal extension
enabled. For each finger, there were now 5 DOFs in total.
Extending the metacarpal link was effectively shifting the
original reachable space of the finger up and down along
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the vertical z-axis, as shown in Figure 6(h). The dynamic
process of extending the metacarpal link was included in the
Supplementary video.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
It has been demonstrated that introducing passive compliance
into robotic hands could impose drastic changes to certain
dexterity measures. The most-affected grasping taxonomy,
in comparison with the least-affected in-hand manipula-
tion, could substantially reduce the mechanistic complexity
requirement. In addition, it was also demonstrated that pas-
sive compliance could substantially increase the range of
motion for a finger, contributing to in-hand writing. It was
worth noting, that low-DOF, high compliance soft robots
could achieve excellent functional dexterity. In a more gen-
eral perspective, the passive compliance of links and joints
were enabled by the compliance of the materials and compo-
nents. While rigid robots must rely on special components
(flexible cable, elastic link, etc.) to achieve passive com-
pliance, compliance is naturally embedded in soft robotic
components as an inherent feature without requiring special
design consideration.

We have discussed a novel 26-DOF soft robotic hand
design, the most dexterous soft robotic hand to-date, with
dexterity performance validations, prototype systems and val-
idation experiments. Speed was not considered, as it was
the well-known limitations of soft robots. A hybrid approach
with soft actuators driving rigid structural components had
been proven with desirable benefits in this regard, it could be
explored in future investigations.
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